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Economic Policy has Become Dangerously Politicized, says new Politeia study.  
Effective controls are needed to prevent inflation, spiraling public debt and public spending. 
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In a display of ‘bull-dog spirit’ David Cameron vetoed the fiscal compact proposed by the 25 EU member states, but 

was he right to do so? Increasingly in this climate of financial insecurity economics matters to politicians – and often 

fiscal policy is shaped by politicians’ attempts to woo voters. 

Here in the UK our system for dispensing money and credit has become politicized, a trend against which Politeia’s 

Crises Managed: Monetary and Fiscal Frameworks for the Future warns. The authors assess the steps needed for 

recovery: long-term rules to limit government debt, independent policing of public spending – all of which seems very 

close to the fiscal compact which the Eurozone leaders hope to introduce. 

In Crises Managed: Monetary and Fiscal Frameworks for the Future the authors explain that the problems which 

led to the crisis still remain unresolved. Professors Michael Bordo and Harold James look at the global imbalances, 

manipulation of interest rates, loose monetary policy, potential banking failures and public finance insolvencies which 

continue to threaten stability and recovery. They argue that the heavily politicized approach to economic policy, with 

politicians using the tools of our economy as political bribes through public spending, policy towards the financial 

sector and the circulation of money, threatens recovery. 

In fact, the lessons of 2007 have not been learned, say the authors who warn that our system is even worse placed to 

tackle such problems than before.  

In such a climate financial and monetary policy have become politicized as politicians seek to appease or bribe 

various groups and have also compromised the independence of central banks (and of the MPC here). So how can 

we ensure that political opportunism does not dictate economic policy or influence decisions which will hamper 

recovery and leave generations to come saddled with debt? Tighter controls are needed over political action on three 

areas central to our economic future, say the authors. In particular they propose: 

 An adequate basis for monetary stability and controlling inflation: Central banks should have legally 

guaranteed independence with a remit to overall price stability and an inflation target over the medium term. 

 Rules to limit government debt and spiraling public spending: Long term fiscal rules to limit the size of 

government and prohibit increases in government debt, with a limit placed on deficits over the course of the  

business cycle 

 Independent policing of public spending, with an independent fiscal council to cost spending commitments 

and the impact of political promises on taxation and the risk of escalating costs. This would be analogous to  

central bank’s monetary role and further than the remit of the OBR. Voters should be shown the amount of tax 

they need to pay for favoured social policies. A visible link should be made for voters between the costs of 

providing social policies and the taxes needed to pay for them.                                                                          

Of course, this is reminiscent of the fiscal compact proposed by the EU members. The authors commend Mrs Merkel 

for the strides already taken within Germany towards systematic management of national debt and conclude by urging 

the UK Government to lead change, not resist it, and set a model for the industrial world as it did under Margaret 

Thatcher in the ’80s. 
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Crises Managed: Monetary and Fiscal Frameworks for the Future, by Michael Bordo and  Harold James is published by Politeia.  Hard copies 

available to journalists on request via Politeia. 
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